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ITF: Intergovernmental Organisation
• 59 member countries on five continents
• Administratively integrated with OECD politically independent
• Global transport body with a mandate for all modes
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Think Tank
• Policy-relevant research and analysis
• Modelling, data and statistics
• Collaborative projects with world experts
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The Annual Summit
• Held every May in Leipzig, Germany on a strategic theme
• Ministers are joined by business leaders, civil society,
international organisations, research community
• Outputs help guide transport policy in member countries
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Report prepared for MoLIT

www.itf-oecd.org/
policy-metropolitantransport-authoritykorea
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Objective
Support development of a Metropolitan Transport Authority for
Sudogwon Capital Area: Seoul (10.2 million + Incheon (2.6) +
Gyeonggi Province (28 cities) total 25.5 million population.
To improve on success of Metropolitan Transport Association,
in coordinating public transport policies across Capital Area and
broaden strategic responsibilities.
MoLIT asked ITF to analyse successful MTAs and identify steps for
Korean authorities to build on. We chose three case studies:
London

Paris

Barcelona
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The Report
Setting up the Metropolitan Transport Authorities
– Paris - Progressive evolution to a regional-scale authority
– London – The MTA in a wider metropolitan government structure
– Barcelona – A two institution arrangement

The role of the MTAs
–
–
–
–

The MTAs in the broader institutional configuration
Governance and decision making inside the MTA
Scope of MTA authority and relation to other actors
Geographical coverage and urban core-commuting zone coordination

Key elements for effective action
– Securing the budget and technical capacity
– Strategic integrated transport planning

Delivering bus services at the metropolitan scale
Improving multi-modal centres
Improving data collection and management
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Distinguishing an MTA
• Formal authority with legal backing over a
specified territory, with defined responsibilities
• Dedicated funding, authority over use of budget
• Dedicated, highly skilled staff
• Regulatory and planning capacity, including at
strategic level
• Predominant role of the sub-national level in the
decision making process
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An MTA can unlock benefits of decentralisation
Decentralisation is OECD trend
• Locally elected authorities better understand local needs and more
responsive to local demands.
• Downside: fragmenting competence for transport, across actors from
different territories and levels of government.
• 3 case studies: MTAs have proven an effective way to organise and
coordinate decentralisation.
•
•

Permits sub-national authorities to have a prominent role in the decision
making process on transport policy and investment.
MTAs maintain cohesion and coherence in plans where larger scale vision
is key to efficient resource allocation and investment, integrated services,
and attaining wider environmental, social and economic policy objectives.

• When decentralisation has occurred (as in Korea) MTAs are an
opportunity to unlock benefits
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What facilitates setting up an MTA? (1)
The role of the National Government is key:
• Political support and capacity to direct decisions regarding the
legal framework is crucial for creating an MTA and for expanding
financial capacity;
• Financial support for: a) incentivising the creation of the MTA; and
b) ensuring its financial sustainability;
Paris Versement Transport created through national law;
UK change in national law required to allow TfL to raise income.

• Central role in negotiations between parties, in particular, setting
economic incentives to align different interests
Contribution from Spanish State for development of ATM, incentivised City of Barcelona to
belong to ATM to receive funds.
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What facilitates setting up an MTA? (2)
•

Use periods of a degree of political alignment between levels of
government on value of MTA.

UK PM Blair and Mayor Ken Livingston.

•

Find a model for the MTA that brings benefits to the diverse
stakeholders in return for the transfer of funding and decision
making power.

3 cases all show adjustments in this direction were necessary.

•

Foster public awareness of problems of the lack of metropolitan
coordination (congestion, pollution) to bring issue to the political
agenda and act with public support.

Public discontent was central to intervention of French Senate in 2004, which resulted in the
final agreement of the State to transfer sufficient funds to the Region to accompany its new
leadership role in the STIF.
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Address coordination between jurisdictions at all territorial
scales: Urban core + FUA

Paris-STIF (IdF Mobilités)

Administrative level: Regional
Territorial: FUA

Transport for London

Administrative level:
Regional/metropolitan
Territorial: Urban core

ATM+AMB

Administrative level: ATM at
sub-regional + AMB at
metropolitan area
Territorial: ATM for FUA
+AMB for urban core
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Central issue - scope of capacities of the MTA
City

MTA

Jurisdiction

Evolution
towards
this
wider
scope

Strategic

Planning
Planning
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-ment

Road
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Demand

Mgmt

Service

ructure

London

TfL

GLA

Paris

STIF

Ile-deFrance

Barcelona

ATM

RMB

AMB

Metro

Wider scope gives advantage
for developing more
comprehensive strategies

Having capacity to do strategic level and integrated planning is key
- Going beyond planning infrastructure to develop multi-modal strategies
that aim at improving access;
- Integrating transport planning with other key sectors (land-use, housing,
and the environment)
- Aligning mobility planning with higher policy goals such as sustainability
and economic growth

Complete
Partial/shared
Low
None

Nonmotor
modes
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Vital to secure budget and technical capacity

Institution

Budget

STIF (IdFMobilités)

EUR 8.074
billion
(2015)

TfL

GBR 10.2
billion
(2017)

ATM

EUR 1.346
billion
(2016)

AMB

EUR 2.74
million
(2018)

Staff
(included in
budget)
300 (without
those in
operating
companies)
27 131 (with
subsidiaries)
5 810 in TfL
Corporation
only
39+
temporary
40+ (in the
transport
department)

STIF and TfL have stronger capacity to diversify
and expand sources of funding
Have made important use of :
• Raising money from businesses
- VT is 50% of STIF’s budget
•
Channeling private vehicles charges
-Congestion Charge in London
-Driving offences and fines in both London
and Ile-de-France
Some of the funding arrangements also bring
other benefits, on top of raising funds for MTA:
• Land value capture and planning
obligations help to integrate transport, landuse and housing.
• The new surcharge on fuel in Ile-de-France
can potentially help to more adequately
price vehicle use.
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Download the report

www.itf-oecd.org/
policy-metropolitantransport-authoritykorea

Contact
Stephen.Perkins@itf-oecd.org

